A TRAGIC DEATH

PROFESSOR DIES IN A CHURCH

Wellington, February 8.

The Church of Wellington has recently been the place of public funeral for another of New Zealand's sons, Mr. W. R. Haywood, for many years a prominent public figure in the city. He was a highly respected man, known for his contributions to the arts, education, and government. His death was mourned by many, and his funeral was attended by a large crowd.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA LEADING STILL

Two Outstanding Figures in Medical Science.

There are some foolish and short-sighted people, who can discern nothing admirable in a man, unless it be a distance, as though a man should stand alone known for a breach of common, and spellbound by the sceptical of a neighbour's cabbage patch. When this characteristic is exhibited in a man in an effort to please or to attract the State or country in which he lives, it is on its most lamentable form; and, indeed, these are not called for, when it is a subject for mirth. The most notable product of this strange habit of South Australia's is a man who, quietly and against all reason predicts in denouncing him to his own state and who full down in adoration before the supposed excellence of far-away lands. One of the culprits in this is Mr. J. H. D. Still, who has been making many remarkable facial transformations and some notable work in the field of modern surgery. His recent operation on a patient with a rare condition is considered to be a significant contribution to the field.

DEGREES IN COMMERCE.

UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE.

A meeting of the council of the University of Adelaide was held on Monday. The chancellor (Mr. W. W. Haywood, M.P.) was in the chair, and the meeting was attended by the vice-chancellor, Prof. Sir J. M. Bland, and other officers of the university. The council considered various matters, including the appointment of new professors and the proposed expansion of the university's facilities. The meeting was adjourned after the conclusion of the business.

DEGREES IN LAW.

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE.

Following the appointment of Dr. George Macfarlane as the new chancellor of the University of Adelaide, certain recommendations have been made to improve the conditions in that faculty. Dr. Macfarlane appointed the following lecturer: Corresponding to this recommendation, the council also decided to appoint Mr. T. J. B. Liddell, M.A., as the new professor of law. Mr. Liddell is noted for his scholarly work and has been recognized for his contributions to the field of law.

IN LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.

The Council of the University of Adelaide has issued a statement regarding the Examination to Richard Osborne, who is facing charges of plagiarism. The examination is of the annual value of £40,000, which includes the fees for exams and other charges. Osborne is accused of copying significant portions of his work from other sources, and the council has taken action to prevent further incidents of this nature.

HOWLERS.

"Howlers" in connection with various public examinations have been conducted recently in Adelaide. These examinations are designed to test the knowledge and skills of students on historical and geographical subjects. The primary purpose is to ensure that students have a thorough understanding of the material and are prepared for the Higher Public Examinations.